A blueprint for using deepfakes in sociolinguistic matched-guise experiments
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Abstract
Matched-guise paradigms, which are used extensively in
speaker and accent evaluation studies, have long been hampered by empirical holes. We offer a solution by incorporating
deepfake technology, which greatly reduces the number of potential confounds. We constructed a sociophonetic experiment
whereby high-rising terminal (a.k.a. ªuptalkº) ± and the lack
thereof ± was superimposed onto a deepfaked ªbeautifulº and
ªless beautifulº female guise. The resulting four guises were incorporated into a 2x2-factor between-subjects experiment tested
on female evaluators. Each evaluator assessed their respective
guise against a list of prescribed attributes and offered free-form
comments. Results align with studies on high-rising terminal as
well as intuitions concerning conventional beauty, which validates the technique and motivates its wider adoption.
Index Terms: sociophonetics, matched guise, methodological
innovations

1. Introduction
Our contribution is the use of deepfake technology for accent
and speaker-evaluation studies. A deepfake is a video that has
been digitally manipulated to portray someone as doing or saying something that was not actually done or said (detailed further in Sec. 2.3). The incorporation of deepfake technology
into experimental sociolinguistics relates to two overlapping research strands. ªStrand 1º seeks to describe and understand ideologies about accents and accent features. ªStrand 2º seeks to
describe and understand how social and contextual cues influence evaluations of linguistic variables. As we describe below,
both strands of research have relied on experimental techniques
that introduce too many confounds.
1.1. Strand 1: Evaluation studies of accents
A classic example of this sort of experiment will have one guise
with working-class speech and another guise with middle-class
speech; evaluators will then assess them in a between or withinsubjects fashion [1]. The experimental paradigm is referred to
as the matched guise technique [2]. Here, a sole actor produces several guises, i.e. accents. In this sense, the designation
ªmatchedº refers to the fact that each guise matches back to the
speaker. These guises are played to listeners, sometimes along
with ªdistractor voicesº, all of which are rated on an attribute,
usually with a Likert scale (e.g., aesthetics, prestige, employability etc. [3, 4, 5, 6]). The benefit of this design is relative control of acoustic features such as f0 , voice quality, or speaking
rate, which ± if left uncontrolled ± may bias listener responses
[7]. The pitfall, of course, is that (a) actors need to be very
skilled impersonators and (b) listeners may pick up on the fact

that one speaker produced most of the stimuli.
To avoid the complications and confounds of matched
guises, researchers introduced so-called ªverbal guisesº [8],
where each guise is produced by different native speaker(s)
of each variety or accent. This circumvents the imitation and
speaker-identification problem, yet eliminates the control of
acoustic features, introducing other potential confounds. For
example, a male speaker of accent X may inadvertently have a
low f0 while a male speaker of accent Y has a high f0 . If one
wished to test ªpleasantnessº ratings between accent X and Y,
the experiment would lack sufficient control because other research shows that lower f0 in males is perceived as more pleasant [7]. There is little recourse for the high number of potential
confounds that different speakers introduce.
1.2. Strand 2: Social cues and linguistic evaluation
A classic example of this sort of experiment will play the same
audio sample for two evaluator groups while showing a picture
of a black person to one group and a picture of a white person to the other group [9]. This is a more recent strand of research that ± with the help of the matched-guise technique ±
investigates the extent to which language attitudes/perception
are biased by various social and contextual cues. Niedzielski
[10], who pioneered this approach, found that subjects identified vowels as being more Canadian-like or Michigan-like
when their experiment answer-sheet had ‘Canada’ respectively
‘Michigan’ written at the top ± even though they were being
exposed to the very same vowel. Similarly, Hay and Drager
[11] found that hearers were more likely to identify a vowel as
Australian when they had seen a toy koala in the room and as a
New Zealand vowel with a toy kiwi. Squires [12, pp. 230±231]
showed that such cues also shaped perception of morphosyntactic non-standardness; subjects shown a picture of both a ªlowº
and ªhighº-status speaker were more likely to assume that nonstandard utterances were uttered by low status-appearing speakers. Others have shown that age [13], gender [14], race [15] and
persona [16] all can shape linguistic perception. The stimuli
in this research, however, have been textual or static images or
physical objects (e.g. toys), all of which are physically disconnected from the speech signal that subjects have evaluated.

2. Guise construction
We conducted a 2x2-factor experiment whereby we altered a
single linguistic variable ± high-rising terminal (HRT) or the
lack thereof (low-falling terminal, LFT) ± and a single social
variable ± conventional beauty (ªbeautifulº) or less of it (ªless
beautifulº). We built a female guise and elicited evaluations
from female subjects to control for gender-related extraneity.

Figure 1: Four experimental guises were constructed using deepfake technology for the visual element and using f0 synthesis for the
audio element: (1) ªbeautifulº with low-falling terminal H*L-L% (LFT), (2) ªless beautifulº with LFT, (3) ªbeautifulº with high-rising
terminal L*H-H% (HRT), (4) ªless-beautifulº with HRT.

2.1. Deciding on variables: HRT and ªbeautyº
HRT is popularly known as ªuptalkº and was first researched
in New Zealand [17] and Australian English [18]. It is also
commonly associated with the ªValley Girlº persona in Southern California [19, 20]. It has since spread to the U.K., and
we have sought to investigate it in Southern British English. A
key reason why we selected this specific feature for this experiment is (a) because of its relative popularity in the sociolinguistic literature, which gives us references to use for validation,
and (b) suprasegmentals are easier to superimpose onto videos
than segmentals. On point a, the literature has tied HRT use in
production to politeness [19, 17], a rhetoric strategy for engaging listeners [21], a floor-holding technique [22], and a way to
introduce new information [22]. Popular ideologies associate
it with ªditzinessº [23], and research on evaluations partly substantiates this. HRT correlates with evaluations of attentive [18]
(but also inattentive [20]), excited [20], expressive [18], friendly
[18], happy [20], less certain [24] (but also more certain [20]),
less confident [18, 24] (but also more confident [20]), less forceful [18], unintelligent [20], unprofessional [18], and youthful
[18, 20]. On point b, HRT is particularly suitable for video
guises because manipulating the mouth is not required. In contrast, a variable like /T/, which has [f] and [T] as variants in the
U.K., would require additional visual manipulation.
Conventional beauty was selected [25, 26, 27] because,
while indeed also being a sensitive topic of inquiry [28], it is
less sensitive than superimposing gender or race onto a guise by
means of deepfake technology (see, e.g., [29]). Echoing recent
discussions on the ethics of deepfakes, we call for a measured
approach when deploying our technique in research [29, 30].
2.2. Constructing HRT and LFT guises
Figure 1 offers a visual aid for the four guises we constructed. A
74-second excerpt was extracted from a video of a young female
YouTube ªinfluencerº talking about makeup. We ensured that
(a) she, herself, was a user of HRT, (b) one exemplar of HRT
was present in the excerpt, and (c) one exemplar of LFT was
present in the excerpt. We then used those HRT and LFT con-

tours as respective templates for simulating and applying them
to the remainder of her intonational phrases (henceforth, ªIPº).
We also ensured that the excerpt did not include listing [31, 20].
The soundtrack was extracted into a wav file using MediaHuman Audio Converter, transcribed within ELAN [32], and
phonetically time-aligned with the Montreal Forced Aligner
[33]. The phonetically time-aligned file allowed us to demarcate IP’s ± defined as continuous speech located before a pause
of ≥ 70ms [34, p. 340].
Boundary tones have differing numbers of unstressed syllables following the nuclear stress accent, which hindered the
straightforward deployment of the LFT and HRT templates.
The literature presents two options for the H% portion of HRT:
(a) a steady rise or (b) a rise followed by a plateau (see, e.g.,
figures on p. 154 in [35]). It is unclear whether this distinction is phonotactic, typological, or a combination of the two.
It is therefore also unclear what rules govern the timing of the
plateau in, among other constraints, brief versus extended syllabic ecologies. We therefore experimented with what sounded
subjectively natural to us while adhering as closely as possible
to the naturally-occurring HRT and LFT templates:
HRT We used a template of L*H-H% by constructing a valley
at 234 Hz midway into the ultimate nuclear pitch accent of the
IP. Then, if no unstressed vowels followed the ultimate stress,
we built a rise that continued linearly up to 347 Hz at the boundary. If one unstressed vowel followed the ultimate nuclear pitch
accent, we also had the rise continue linearly to 347 Hz at the
boundary. If, however, two or more unstressed vowels followed
the ultimate nuclear pitch accent, we had the rise continue linearly to 347 Hz at the midpoint of the second unstressed vowel.
LFT We used a template of H*L-L% that started with
whichever level the frequency naturally occurred at. We then
constructed a valley at 188 Hz midway into the ultimate nuclear
pitch accent. We then constructed a subsequent plateau.
The 74-second recording had 28 separate IPs, and the above
templates were manually deployed onto duplicates of each IP
to make one ªHRT versionº and one ªLFT versionº. All IPs
were adjusted using the Manipulate function in Praat [36]. The
two template-IPs that were not adjusted were also run through

the Manipulate function in order to render synthetic every IP in
both guises. Some of the synthetically-produced HRT tones had
a robotic tinniness that we alleviated with the program TwistedWave. The final LFT guise had LFT contours on all 28 of the
IPs, and the final HRT guise had HRT contours on 21 of the 28
IPs and LFT contours on the remaining seven IPs.
2.3. Constructing ªbeautifulº and ªless beautifulº guises
We harnessed what is referred to as ªcheapfakeº [37] technology to superimpose a ªbeautifulº and ªless-beautifulº face
onto our 74-second clip. We used the web application deepfakesweb.com and outline below why we used cheapfakes instead of more sophisticated deepfake technology. We also discuss how we selected faces for superimposition.
Cheapfake technology A ªcheapfakeº is the product of an
out-of-the-box application that produces low-quality deepfakes
[37]. We offer our own definition of ªdeepfakeº: technology
that triangulates one face in a video, triangulates a second face
in another video, and then superimposes the graphical surface
of the second face onto the graphical axes of the first video,
thereby rendering the illusion that the second face is moving as
the first. This technology relies on machine-learning, and its
computational expense increases exponentially for every additional axis added to the triangulation. This means that the most
advanced techniques were unavailable to our team ± especially
since we needed to trial-and-error a large number of faces.
Face selection
We conjectured a priori ± based on emic
knowledge of the U.K. ± that our selected influencer was
somewhat above-average in terms of conventional standards of
beauty there. We therefore sought faces that were highly above
average and highly below average according to those same conventional standards. This involved mining YouTube, collecting
various faces, and incorporating them into our cheapfakes on
a trial-and-error basis. Some faces fit quite realistically onto
our selected influencer, and others did not. We therefore made
our selection of the ªbeautifulº and ªless-beautifulº faces based
solely on which of each was the most realistic.
The final faces looked like blends of the base and the veil
face, which made the substrate identities unidentifiable. To
make the videos even more realistic, we then sent them to a
visual effects specialist who doctored them. Since the resulting
ªless-beautifulº guise did not appear sufficiently below-average
in beauty, we also had the editor design a blemish mask. Figure
1 on page 2 contains screenshots of the final two video guises.

3. Validation ± analysis
3.1. Silent video guise validation
Procedure Because we are incorporating two innovations into
the same study, we first validated the cheapfake component by
testing it without sound. We created a survey that randomized the same silent 20-second excerpt from the ªbeautifulº and
ªless-beautifulº guise. We asked 155 female participants to rank
the video on a five-point Likert scale according to the question
ªBased on your knowledge of the real world, how likely could
this person work in a job that requires looks and beauty?º.
This specific formulation was designed to externalize the
assessment from the participant, which we hoped would achieve
two goals. First, we intended to minimize social desirability
bias, which would be quite high for something as taboo as asking participants to rate a stranger on their beauty. Second, we
wanted to distinguish conventional beauty from personal attraction. In other words, one might find certain ªniche typesº

physically attractive despite knowing that the greater population would not necessarily agree.
We also asked participants ªDo you have any other observations that you would like to share?º in order to provide an
opportunity for them to identify the video as a fake if needed.
Participant selection To control for social extraneity, we prescreened participants to ensure they came from as uniform a
social profile as possible. We recruited through our own personal networks and through the services Prolific and Call for
Participants. Prescreening criteria were: (a) female, (b) ages
18±29, (c) lives in a dialectally-leveled region of England (London, Southwest, Southeast, East), (d) has an average household
income of £50,000 or more, (e) has English as a first language,
(f) and spent the majority of life in England. Eighty participants viewed the beautiful guise; 75 participants viewed the
less-beautiful guise. We also asked ªDid you recognize this person?º, and all participants answered ªnoº.
3.2. Video and sound guise validation
Procedure After validating the beauty differential between
the two silent guises, we sought to validate the audio-visual
combination by building a survey that included the full 74second guise complete with audio and video. We deployed 193
new participants to evaluate one of the four guises in a betweensubjects paradigm, viz. only one participant saw one randomlyselected guise. The evaluations were made on a Likert scale
according to the prescribed attributes listed in Table 2. We then
compared these evaluations to popular ideologies surrounding
HRT and ideologies concerning conventional beauty in order to
see whether they were in concordance or not. As we detail in
Section 4.2, we found that they were. We also asked participants
to provide open-ended comments about the actual video in the
hope that those who could identify it as a ªdeepfakeº would.
Participant selection Participants were recruited the same
way as in Section 3.1. To ensure that our participants were
attentive to the video-watching task, we asked two questions
on the video’s content. Three participants failed the attention
check, leaving us with 190 participants in total (beautiful HRT:
n = 53, beautiful LFT: n = 45, less-beautiful HRT: n = 47,
less-beautiful HRT: n = 45).
Attributes tested We asked participants to rate the person in
the video according to a list of attributes that we selected from
other projects [38, 39, 20]. We list them in Table 1, column 1. A five-point Likert scale was provided under each attribute with 5 for ªveryº and 1 for ªnot at allº. The attributes
that showed a statistically-significant difference between beautiful and less-beautiful are indicated with the diagnostic from a
Wilcoxon rank sum test in column 2. The attributes that showed
a statistically-significant difference between HRT and LFT are
indicated with a diagnostic in column 3.

4. Validation ± results
4.1. Silent video guises
The mean beauty assessment for the ªbeautifulº guise was
4.5 out of 51 , and the mean beauty assessment for the ªlessbeautifulº guise was 3.7 out of 5, which is why we use the language ªless beautifulº instead of ªnot beautifulº. We modeled
1 Controversy circulates on the use of means for ordinal data. We
believe, however, that the granularity of a mean makes it more heuristically accessible than a median. We take, however, a more conservative
position on our diagnostics by using the non-parametric Wilcoxan rank
sum test. We refer the reader to [40] and [41] for further discussion.

Table 1: Attribute evaluations of video-with-audio guises

the assessments in a Wilcoxon rank sum test, and the difference
was statistically significant with a diagnostic of p < 0.0001.
As it pertains to the question ªDo you have any other observations that you would like to share?º, three participants identified
the less-beautiful guise as a deepfake, and no participants wrote
anything in about the beautiful guise.
4.2. Video and sound guises
As we flag in Section 3.2, we conducted a separate series of
Wilcoxon rank sum tests between HRT and LFT guises and a
separate series of Wilcoxon rank sum tests between beautiful
and less-beautiful guises. Of the 19 attributes tested, six rendered significant results, three for HRT and three for beauty,
shown in Table 1. For HRT vs. LFT, the attributes formal, educated, intelligent are favored when LFT is present. For beauty
vs. less beauty, the attributes articulate, confident, trendy are
favored when more beauty is present.

5. Discussion
5.1. Silent video guises
Section 4 demonstrates a clear distinction in beauty evaluations
for the silent deepfake guises, which implies success. However,
three participants were able to identify the ªless beautifulº guise
as fake. This indicates that the experiment did not fully live up
to its confound-free goal. However, we would argue that this
confound is preferable over the sorts of confounds that arise
from using entirely different individuals. What we mean is that
we can somewhat contain the fallout of this error by removing
those three participants. There will always remain the chance
that others may also have silently noticed the video to be fake,
but this, in our view, can still be averaged out by those who
have not noticed it if the sample size is great enough. On the
other hand, the elusive confounds introduced by entirely different speakers can never be contained or averaged out.
5.2. Video and sound guises
Of the 19 attributes tested, six rendered significant results ±
three for HRT and three for beauty. These trend in the direction
that one would expect for beauty and HRT, which we believe
further validates our technique.
Educated The LFT guise was assessed as more educated than
the HRT guise with a mean score of 3.5 versus 3.2, respectively.

Note that the topic of makeup is colloquial, so we expected a
penalty for all guises. Nonetheless, the application of HRT appeared to impart even less educatedness, which echos earlier
findings of HRT as unprofessional [18] and unintelligent [20].
Formal The LFT guise was assessed as more formal than the
HRT guise with a mean score of 2.2 versus 2.0, respectively.
Again, the topic is colloquial, which would penalize formality
across the board. Nonetheless, the application of HRT appeared
to impart it with even more informality, which resembles earlier
findings that HRT is evaluated as unprofessional [18].
Intelligent The LFT guise was assessed as more intelligent
than the HRT guise with a mean score of 3.4 versus 3.2, respectively. Intelligence is collinear with education, so we view this
result as somewhat redundant, but again also in line with earlier
findings of HRT as unintelligent [20].
Articulate The beautiful guise was assessed as more articulate than the less-beautiful guise with a mean score of 3.9
versus 3.7, respectively. This was in line with our expectation
that status-related attributes would be bolstered by the beautiful
guise and attenuated by the less-beautiful guise.
Confident The beautiful guise was assessed as more confident
than the less-beautiful guise with a mean score of 4.3 versus 4.1,
respectively. As we indicated for articulate, this is in line with
our expectation that status-related attributes would be bolstered
by the beautiful guise and attenuated by the less-beautiful guise.
Trendy The beautiful guise was assessed to be more trendy
than the less-beautiful guise with a mean score of 4.2 versus
3.6, respectively. As we indicated for articulate and confident,
this was also in line with our expectation that status-related attributes would be bolstered by the beautiful guise and attenuated
by the less-beautiful guise. Important also is the degree of difference between the two guises: conventional beauty seems to
result in an especially significant bump in trendiness, something
that we intuitively would expect.

6. Conclusion
We have offerred a blueprint for successfully harnessing deepfake technology to build fully-controlled experimental guises
for the investigation of language attitudes and perceptions. Our
experiment contains four guises that ± by means of cutting-edge
technology in video and audio manipulation ± are identical, save
for two interacting variables: (a) HRT or the lack thereof and (b)
ªbeautifulº or ªless beautifulº. Participant evaluations of these
four respective guises are in agreement with earlier literature on
HRT, and they are in agreement with intuitions concerning conventional beauty, which further validates our approach. Three
participants spotted the ªless beautifulº guise as fake, which
draws attention to the importance of giving participants the option to comment on the guise. This will then allow researchers
to (at least partially) identify and contain the confound, which
will bolster the reliability of their study.
We conclude that the next generation of linguistic experimentation will benefit immensely from deepfake technology,
especially if (a) societal taboos are heeded concerning what social categories can be superimposed, (b) careful trial-and-error
is deployed to ensure a good build, and (c) survey questions are
devised that try to identify problems surrounding realism.
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